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Abstract 

SN 1987A was unique in «any aspects1'. The most striking, undoubtedly, is 
its low luminosity, nearly two orders of magnitude below the expectations based 
on supernovae currently observed in external galaxies. Other peculiarities can, 
however, be noticed. The rise time of the optical emission, usually a few 
days 2 >, was for SN 1987A, of the order of a few hours 0. Also its surface 
temperature is surprisingly low*', 5000K, to be compared to the standard 
values2"9' of £ 10 000K for the known supernovae in their early phase. Would it 
not suffice, the neutrino burst, that is expected7"10'for some of the supernova 
explosions, but could never be observed for the remote events in external 
galaxies, has been detected 1 1~ , 4 >.It should have occurred once. It was observed 
twice, with a time difference of 5 hours, the second burst occurring within 3 
hours of the onset of the optical signal. In this talk, I will discuss how 
these strange events fit with the theoretical models of supernova explosions, 
how they differ in some cases, and try to evaluate the degree of certainty -or 
uncertainty- of our present knowledge on how these extremely powerful star 
explosions occur. 
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Standard supernova theory 

Stars fora from the collapse of hydrogen clouds. Their gravitational energy 
is sufficient to induce very high temperatures in their center and to ignite 
the nuclear fusion reactions. Host of the light elements existing in nature 
4Be, 1 X C , " 0 , up to " F e . which is the nost stable one, are slowly synthetised 
during this phase, that lasts 10 s to several 10' years. Supernova events are 
explosions that destroy some of the more massive stars, at the end of their 
evolution. 

The first supernova type (SMI) corresponds19> to «hite Dwarf stars mostly 
made of He, C and 0 in which the nuclear reactions become explosive, leading 
mostly to " M i . The powering energy is thus nuclear. The whole star explodes, 
leaving no remnant. The intensity of the observed optical emission is 
determined by the radioactive decay of "Mi into " C o and finally " F e . The 
conditions for instability leading to an explosive runaway are very stingent, 
especially for the mass of the exploding star that must be close to 1 H @. 
Whence the typical magnitude of the light curve (fig.l) due to ~ 1 M @ of 
decaying "Hi, much larger than what is observed for SN 1987A. 

T 1 • 1 « r 

Figure 1: Light curve of SH 1987A compared to typical SNI (ref.2) and SHE 
(ref.3). The "SMI" line corresponds to the Wolf-Rayet supernova considered in 
ref.4 and the dashed line would be a blue star of mass M = 20 M Q and radius 
R = 3 102cm. All the curves are calculated as explained in ref.4. The first 
moderate rise is due to the onset of recombination because of the rather low 
temperature of the star after expansion. The sharp rise at t = 2.5 10 6s of the 
"SHI" curve is caused by the ; .3 W @ of "Ni that is assumed to decay in this 
model. 
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A second (SUD type of supernovas's> that are observed corresponds to 
massive (above 8 1U) Red Giant stars that slowly synthetize all elements up to 
Fe. The latter is made in the very hot center of the star, whereas the lighter 
elements are still forming in the very extended (1014cm radius) outer envelope, 
leading to the typical "onion ring" structure (fig.2) of these stars. 

Figure 2: Schematic sketch of an SHE progenitor. The size of the Fe, C, and 0 
cores are considerably exagerated. The heavier stars expell partly or totally 
their hydrogen. Typical sizes are 10*en for the Fe core, 10 1 0cn for the C, 0 
core and 10 1 4cn for the hydrogen shell. 

Once most of the matter in the core is transformed into Fe, no new element can 
be made by fusion and the heat generated by the nuclear reactions can no more 
counterbalance gravity (other instability «odes exist). This leads to the 
collapse of the iron core (1 K&, with a radius of ~ 10scm) into a very dense 
(1 H @, 10*cm radius) neutron star. The energy source for this event is 
gravitational. A shock generated by this collapse blows out the envelope, and 
leaves a neutron star remnant. The shock energy that can be determined from the 
kinetic energy of the ejected natter and fros the light emission represents 
however only 1% of the gravitational energy (10"erg) of the neutron star. The 
latter, in thermal equilibrium within ailiseconds, is very hot (kT ~ S HeV). 
Such an equilibrium implies the presence of many w pairs of all flavours. 
After a few seconds, the latter -whose mean free path is fairly long- diffuse 
out of the neutron star. This is the way in which most of the gravitational 
energy is emitted. A SHU event is thus associated with a very intense vv burst. 
The optical emission is due to the energy deposited in the envelope by the 
shock. The light curve has a rise time t which is given by numerical 
computations3 ' but well fitted3'4'1'* by the initial radius R divided by the 
expansion velocity v a (E /M)^ of the exploding star: 

shock 
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which is typically a few days. The light curve then has a «ore or less constant 
plateau. The Magnitude L ~ E _ /t of the signal can be esti«ated 1 , , 4 ) froa 
the photon diffusion tine t : 

U0"c«Jl 1 0 M©J ^1091ergJ 

The ejected envelope contains large amounts of hydrogen: and SMI is usually 
distinguished fro» an SNI by the proéminent H B lines that are apparent in the 
observed spectrum. These lines are seen 1 7' for SN 1987A, favouring its 
identification as SHI. The observed light curve, however, is too faint (fig.l) 
by «ore than an order of magnitude. 

A new class of. supernovae, that after the suggestion of Chevalier, we nane 
SMI, has however been studied recently4'. The original notivation was the study 
of Volf-Rayet (VR) stars 1", and the peculiarities observed in a subclass of 
SNI (the SNlb) explosions. The large radius of the SRI Red Giant progenitors is 
due to the radiation pressure which is rather efficient in inflating the star 
since for fairly large Basses, the nuclear burning of elements is quite active. 
For even «ore aassive stars, the radiation pressure is so large that the 
external envelope is already blown out by the stellar winds at the tine the 
iron core gets unstable. In aost extreae cases, nearly all the hydrogen shell 
(fig.2) is pissing, leaving the auch saaller C and 0 doainated core apparent. 
These extreae stars are classified as Volf Rayet stars. The sane collapse and 
shock ejection n.echanism is expected to be responsible for the explosion of 
these stars. The auch smaller radius (1010ca for the aost extreae VR stars) of 
the remaining C and 0 core, however, leads to an optical light curve4' that 
differs considerably from an ordinary SNI. The typical expansion tiae, eq.l, is 
considerably shorter, and the plateiu luminosity quite saaller. Other energy 
sources, however, that are usually neglected in SHI aodels then are dominant. 
Firstly, the temperature of these supernovae is so low that the electrons start 
to recoabine, at typically 5000K. This brings in an additionnai energy source, 
naaely their binding to the atonic nucleus. For the C and 0 doainated exploding 
cores under consideration, this energy is quite large and produces a luainosity 
of the order of « 10 4 1erg s' 1. In this case the supernova is powered by 
chemical energy. Secondly, even a snail amount of 3 SNi present in the central, 
iron dominated, core will eventually decay into Co and Fe and power the light 
curve. A mass of 0.1 M„ of S 6Ni is sufficient to be the dominant energy source 
at late tiaes. 

Between the two extremes, the Red Giant with its extended hydrogen envelope 
and the VR star totally stripped of its light elements, intermediate cases are 
expected. 

The SN 1987A event 

The SN 1987A explosion has many common features*' with this new, SNI, 
category of supernova. Its progenitor v.s presumably1'' Sandulaek (Sk-69202) 
whose radius can be estimated from observations prior to the explosion: 
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» ~ 3 10 t scB. It is not a WK star, but can be expected to belona to the 
intermediate category, in between the two extremes just discussed. The mass of 
Sk-69202 is not known, but is probably of the order of 15 to 20 B @. The energy 
contained in the shock is expected to be the sane as for an SMI, say 
E t .. ~ 10 s lerg. This leads to a rise time (eq.l) of the order of a few hours, 
just consistent with the delay between the arrival of the neutrinos and the 
detection of the optical signal. The luminosity curve is expected (eq.2) to 
have a plateau at s 10* * erg s~l, precisely, that can be due either to the shock 
or to the recombination energy, depending on the precise composition of the 
star. To contrast with the constant plateau of ordinary SHI, there is a slow 
rise due to the increasing transparency caused by the recombination of the 
electrons. This explains the main features seen in actual computations of the 
light curve (fig.l). Also, a large expansion factor ~ t/t of the exploding 
star is associated with the small hydrodynamical time t , whence the low 
temperatures, due to adiabatic cooling, that are cor sis tent with the 
observation (fig.3). 

Utfs) 

Figure 3: Black-body temperature for the various models considered in Fig.2, as 
compared to the temperature of SN 1987A. The rapid decrease of T for "SNl" 
explosions is due to the snail initial radius of the progenitor star. 

As for WR progenitors0, a late revival of the light emission can be expected 
in case 5 $Ni is present. The time delay for the emergence of the 3 6Ni decay 
energy arises because the latter is deposited in the very center of the 
exploding star which has thus to get fairly transparent before the Ni energy 
can diffuse out, whence the late revival, at the time 

5 10" 
N 1 

0.1 M © 

i M K 
I 1 0 "©J 

/ « • \. , s h o c k 

10" erg 

3/8 
(3) 

if the mass of Mi {>> 0.1 WQ) is sufficient. This revival should thus occur at 



- months scale (1 day « 0.86 10' s » 10's), the light curve it expected to drop 
at a time 

At later tines any late energy injection, even saall, could provide41 a 

non-negligible contribution to the light curve tail. 

The neutrino emission of SU 1987A 

The type 1 supernovae, as well as the new type (that we call I here) that 
was recently considered are expected to leave a neutron star remnant7*. The 
formation of such a star is expected to produce an intense neutrino 
emission7"10'. 

The first neutrino (v ) source is 7' the collapse of the iron core. The 
latter contains ~ 10 s 7 electrons. During the collapse, the cost of compressing 
the light electrons becomes prohibitive as compared to the cost of transforming 
protons into neutrons. The resulting weak interactions liberate a short 
(A/ 5 ms) pulse of a few 10*' v neutrinos, with energies below 10 MeV until the 
collapsing core becomes sufficiently dense to trap the neutrinos. Once the 
collapsing iron core reaches nuclear densities (~ 10 1 4g cm" ?), a shock wave 
that eventually blows out the envelope propagates outwards, when the latter 
reaches the star layers that are transparent to neutrinos, a second (5 ms) v 
burst with comparable caracteristics is emitted. The energy emitted by these 
two v bursts is less than 1097xl0HeV ~ 10 s 2erg. The binding energy of a 
neutron star is expected to be quite larger, between 2 and 3 10"erg (Table I). 

TABLE I 

E (erg)/l+z " " « O U z 

3.2 10" 1.7 0.54 
3.5 10 s 3 1.9 0.50 
6.7 10 3 3 2.8 0.61 
3 10 5 3 1.4 0.64 

obs: 0.2 

Taken from Schaeffer, Declais and Jullian20'. Binding energy E and surface 
redshift z of a neutron star obtained21' from realistic (PN 2 3', BJI 2 4') 
equations of state, or using extreme parameters (HFT29', PN+a 2 1' equations of 
state) that do not reproduce all classical properties of nuclei and dense 
matter. The results of ref. 2 1' for the "standard" neutron star have been 
rescaled to M = 1.4 M Q which implies a X 20% correction, using the techniques 
developped in,ref.22'. Note that the observation of the surface redshift is a 
severe constraint on the available binding energy. 

E (erg)/l+z z 

PN 2.3 10 9 3 0.30 
BJI 2.0 10 s 3 0.23 
(MFT) 1.9 10 5 3 0.18 
(PN+a) 3 10 5 3 0.64 

obs: 0.2 
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Elementary considerations of tnermodynaaical eqmilihrinn show that marnerons rr 
pairs of all species (e,p,T) are present provided their nass is below 10 M*T. 
Although trapped, these neutrinos have a rather long mean free path which nnkes 
then very efficient energy carriers. This is the way in which the neutron star 
binding energy will be emitted. Detailed calculations*'1" show that the energy 
of the escaping v and v neutrinos is around 10 n>Y. that the i* and T neutrino 
have somewhat higher an energy (20 He*) since in this case charged carrent 
interactions are prohibited, but that there is approximately energy 
equipartition among all .Le species1*'. The reutrinos should be enitted within 
seconds. This leads to a v (or v ) burst of ~ 3 to 4 1 0 s 7 particles carrying 3 
to 5 10s*erg- From these expected flux, an estimate of the nunber of expected 
neutrino detections can be uade. I follow here a calculation nade by Declais, 
Jullian and myself"'. The v interact with the protons of the detector via 
charged current. All other neutrinos or antineutrimos can only undergo the much 
weaker neutral current interactions and their emulated counts represents at 
nost 10% of the v p —» e*n events. The charged current cross-sections are 
proportional to the square of the neutrino energy E , whereas for a given 
neutron star binding energy E the flux is inversely proportional to the 
average energy (E ) of a neutrino. This leads to a number of counts 

H_ = 1 
r 

• P 

where K = 4.5 for a H C scintillator and K = 3.5 for water and 1 is the mass 

of the detector. The parameter l = { E ' W E V depends on the neutrino energy 

distribution. It varies fron 0.8 up to 1.3 depending on which theory 7 - 1 0 > for 
neutrino enission is adopted. We use e = 1. The actual counts are soaewhat 
smaller since the detector efficiency is not included in (5). The uncertainty 
of the neutron star binding energy -that is gravitationnal- is rather small 
(Table I). The precise value of the average neutrino energy, on the other hand, 
depends on the evaluation of a diffusion process that is somewhat more 
uncertain although only the well-known weak interactions are involved. The 
expected counts for the various detectors are given in Table II. 

2 10'"erg 
f^L) fJL_V» (JL) 
110 HeVj 150 kf>cl | lOOOt I 

(5) 
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TIME ii 

««ported Expected for (E r> » 10 MeT 
«„•«- <E r) J|(tons) •,•*_ 

Boot Blanc S 7.6 90 0.4 
Baksan 3 9.2 130 0.6 
Kamiokande 11 IS 2140 8 
1MB 9 32 5000 18 a > 

•* This number is to be substantially reduced because of the high energy 
threshold imposed in this experiment. 

Taken froa Schaeffer, Peclais and Jullian1**. Comparison between the reported 
neutrino events at the time of the SN 1987A onset and the expected counts 
assuming a neutron star with standard (M = 1.4 M @) properties has been formed. 
The average energy of the observed neutrinos is (E r), and J( is the effective 
•ass of the detector. 

They are somewhat lower (a factor of 4) than the predictions of Bahcall et 
a l 3 > > since our standard values of E , (E r}and t are all smaller. They will be 
reduced by a factor of 2 for the Mont-Blanc and Kamioka experiments once the 
detector efficiency is taken into account, and by much more for the 1MB 
detector. It can be inferred from Table II that the Mont Blanc or Baksan 
experiments are not expected to detect the neutrino flux of SM 1987A in case it 
is emitted by a neutron star. Conversely of we assume that the detection for 
the Mont Blanc experiment was real and attribute to neutrino emission by a 
neutron star, the latter must have binding energy E ~ 1 10 s 4erg, which is 
prohibitively large. The inclusion of the detector efficiency will only worsen 
the probien. The implications of the 1MB detection are more difficult to 
evaluate since only the high energy tail of the neutrino emission has been 
detected. On the other hand, for (E r)= 15 MeV, the observed number of counts 
is about the expected one for the Kaaiokande experiment. Once the detector 
efficiency is included, it may be a little higher, 8 * 4 10,aerg, than the 
expectation, but still consistent with the standard neutron star theory. 
Moreover, considering that for any model of neutron star we have 
E < 5 10s3erg,we can get within the assumption of energy equipartition a bound 
on the number of flavours: 

This for extreme values of the neutron star binding energy barely leaves open 
the possibility of four flavours. For standard values of E , only three 
flavours are consistent with the data. 

Conclusion 

Although the optical manifestation of SN 1987A was quite a typical, it 
corresponds to a new class of supernovae that had been studied4' before the 
event. The same core-collapse and bounce mechanism as for an SNI is expected to 
be responsible for the explosion, but simply the radius of the progenitor is 
quite smaller than for an ordinary SN£. Such a small radius is responsible for 
the sharp (a few hours) rise, the underluminous plateau and the low 
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photospheric températures that* bava bean observed. The aass of the progenitor, 
on the other hand, determines the duration of the light curve and any reach 15 
to 20 1U, that is much more than for an SRI. These parameters are typical of a 
star such as Sanduleak. 

A neutron star is expected to fora and to eait neutrinos. For standard 
aodels of neutron stars, the Mont Blanc and Baksan experinents were not 
expected to detect a significant signal, to contrast with the larger 1MB and 
Kanioka detectors. The latter, which is the aost precise, has observed 
neutrinos whose flux and energy distributions are consistent with the standard 
neutron star aodels. 
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